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Rolling Stone: Doja Cat DGAF If You Read This

In 1967 the first Rolling Stone publication was made in San Francisco, California, and founded

by Jan Wenner. Jan Wanner was a student at the University of California. On November 9, 1967, the first

publication from Rolling Stone was published and John Lenon’s was on the front cover.  Over 50 years,

Rolling Stone’s January 2022 publication has showcased using the right colors, typography, and

impacting a community. A spread of a feature story, Rolling Stone: Doja Cat DGAF If You Read This, has

exceeded the evolvement of publications by using specific design elements and targeting an audience.

The feature story has selected color palettes that associate with the content. According to the

article, Design As Art, “Certainly if we now used the colours of the ‘art nouveau’ period for roadsigns,

these would fade magnificently into their surroundings. At that time they used some really refined

combinations of colour. Can we imagine a ‘No Overtaking’ sign with a coffee and chocolate car on a

violet background? Well, yes. We can imagine it for fun, but we cannot use it for a roadsign in real life.”

Roadsigns have specific colors like red, blue, and yellow so they won’t camouflage in their surroundings,

they need to have a bright contrast. Making roadsigns have funny colors can make the designers laugh but

it will damage the message we’re sending to the audience. In the spread, there’s a lot of text that in the

third column rows, the reader can be easily lost, so they made the “M” in red for the reader to know where

to start. The circles are yellow and red to make the columns breathe and have a contemporary appearance

that relates to the topic.
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The feature story has selected various typography that tells a message. According to the article,

On Typography, “Once more it became clear that typography is not self-expression within predetermined

aesthetics, but that it is conditioned by the message it visualizes.” Typography was not meant to be on

designs to look ‘pretty’ but convey a message to the audience. In the feature story, the text is in serif fonts

to showcase the old school style because Rolling Stone’s first magazine was published in 1967 and in

1815 was the year when the first serif font was made which was “Antique.” They’re using old-school

skills to blend with the contemporary designs since magazines are present. Also, the pop-up quote in the

spread is in big and capital to stand out from the text, this gives a hierarchy treatment and tells the

audience that this quote is important. The “M” is in bold and italic to tell the reader this is where the

paragraph starts, making these design choices is storytelling, where it starts and how it ends.

The spread has impacted a community of Doja Cat’s fans, the music industry, and designers.

According to the article, Foreword: Why Theory?, “El Lissitzky, whose posters, books, and exhibitions

are among the most influential works of twentieth-century design, had a huge impact on his peers through

his work as a publisher, writer, lecturer, and curator. Wolfgang Weingart, Lorraine Wild, and Katherine

McCoy have inspired generations of designers through their teaching as well as through their visual

work.” Designers from the past have impacted a community filled with designers through prints and

digital. Rolling Stone has a variety of designs in its publication. Their target audience is fans, the music

industry, and designers. Rolling Stone has Doja Cat as their feature story and this will make the fanbase

buy this issue. Producers, managers, songwriters, and job positions in the music industry will purchase the

magazines because they want to inform themselves of what’s going on in the music world, what they find

interesting and how can they use this for their own marketing and strategy. Designers that are interested in

publication design and music, can look at Rolling Stone for inspiration. This will help designers come out

of their comfort zone to try new design skills with typography, colors, grids, and images. As a designer,

this publication was my first purchase, and looking at how Rolling Stone developed their publication

inspired me to push myself harder in designing. Never settle less for what you design yesterday.
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Contemporary designs have come a long way from the old times. There are reasons why a certain

spread was designed like this, “Why this font? why this color? who is your target audience?” Rolling

Stone had made design decisions (color, font, and impacting a community) to develop Doja Cat’s feature

story. Most publications use storytelling to convey to the audience of their content. Design is more than

just visuals, it has a story.


